Committee lacks student opinion for planning new MSU landscape

By JOYCE HENSLEY

BRIEFLY

At a meeting of the Central Student Government last week, students were in agreement that the campus lacked greenery, but were divided on the question of whether a new landscape plan was necessary to improve the campus environment. The plan, which was discussed for the first time, would provide a blueprint for the future development of the campus.

Students who favor the plan argue that it would improve the aesthetic appeal of the campus and would provide more opportunities for outdoor recreation. They also believe that it would enhance the learning environment and would attract more students to the university.

Opponents of the plan argue that it would be too expensive and that it would take away from other important projects, such as the renovation of the Student Union and the construction of new dormitories.

The Central Student Government will vote on the plan at its next meeting, which is scheduled for next week. The decision will then be forwarded to the Board of Trustees for approval.

MSU Indian affairs leader dies

By BOB LOHMAN

AIDS

President Wartman, chairman of the Upper Peninsula Indian Affairs Office in Traverse City, died yesterday of a heart attack in his home in Traverse City. He was 69 years old.

Wartman was a former member of the Michigan Indian Affairs Commission, and had been an active supporter of Indian Affairs policies for over 20 years. He had been associated with the U.S. Department of the Interior for most of his career, and had been appointed to the position of Indian Affairs Commissioner in 1981.

Wartman is survived by his wife, Helen, and two children.

Nationally paper shortage starts to hit newspapers, manufacturors

By JAMES BAKER
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The shortage of newsprint is a nationwide phenomenon, which has been developing for the last few months. Most newspapers have been forced to cut back on some features.

The Detroit News is cutting back on some features by reducing the size of its sports pages and by cutting back on the number of pages in its Sunday edition.

The Chicago Tribune has also been forced to cut back on some features, including its Sunday edition and its sports pages.

The New York Times has been forced to cut back on its Sunday edition and its sports pages.

The Washington Post has been forced to cut back on its Sunday edition and its sports pages.

The Wall Street Journal has been forced to cut back on its Sunday edition and its sports pages.

The Milwaukee Journal Sentinel has been forced to cut back on its Sunday edition and its sports pages.

The Cleveland Plain Dealer has been forced to cut back on its Sunday edition and its sports pages.

The Cincinnati Enquirer has been forced to cut back on its Sunday edition and its sports pages.

The Charlotte Observer has been forced to cut back on its Sunday edition and its sports pages.

The San Francisco Chronicle has been forced to cut back on its Sunday edition and its sports pages.

The Los Angeles Times has been forced to cut back on its Sunday edition and its sports pages.

The Boston Globe has been forced to cut back on its Sunday edition and its sports pages.

The St. Louis Post-Dispatch has been forced to cut back on its Sunday edition and its sports pages.

The Miami Herald has been forced to cut back on its Sunday edition and its sports pages.

The Minneapolis Star Tribune has been forced to cut back on its Sunday edition and its sports pages.

The Dallas Morning News has been forced to cut back on its Sunday edition and its sports pages.

The Houston Chronicle has been forced to cut back on its Sunday edition and its sports pages.

The Seattle Times has been forced to cut back on its Sunday edition and its sports pages.

The San Diego Union has been forced to cut back on its Sunday edition and its sports pages.

The Philadelphia Inquirer has been forced to cut back on its Sunday edition and its sports pages.

The Richmond Times-Dispatch has been forced to cut back on its Sunday edition and its sports pages.

The Denver Post has been forced to cut back on its Sunday edition and its sports pages.

The Portland Oregonian has been forced to cut back on its Sunday edition and its sports pages.
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Austria criticized for yielding to Arabs

**Embattled pizza shop to reopen**

A pizza shop destroyed by bomb in Austria was to reopen yesterday, but police have warned that it is too early to say whether the arsonists who torched the popular eatery have been caught.

**Two charged in bombing**

Two men were charged with possession of explosives yesterday, and a third man was questioned by police in connection with a bomb blast last month.

**World in brief**

Exiled Dalai Lama meets Pope

The exiled Dalai Lama, 38, visited the Vatican last week, and met with Pope Paul VI for an hour, the first such meeting between a Buddhist leader and a Roman Catholic pontiff.

The Pope called 65 per cent of its sample surveyed federal and provincial police officers and government officials.

A Texas International aircraft was hit by a meteorite Saturday afternoon, and the pilot managed to make a safe landing.

A bride-to-be, who was engaged to a soldier, fell victim to a vengeful spirit, according to local legend.

**PUBLIC NOTICE**

**ART AUCTION**

First state sale of the John Grisaro Collection. Original oils and sketches, portraits, landscapes, landscapes, cityscapes, sketches, and other works. All works on display and available for viewing.

**Austria criticized for yielding to Arabs**

Austria has been criticized for yielding to Arab demands, particularly in relation to the situation in Jerusalem.

**BRAHMA"NEU SÜDERN**

Embattled pizza shop to reopen

The popular pizza shop that was torched last month is to reopen today, but police have warned that it is too early to say whether the arsonists have been caught.

**NEWSPAPER SERVICES**

STRAUSBURG, France — Israeli Prime Minister Golda Meir and Austrian Chancellor Bruno Kreisky agreed on a new, joint position on the Middle East crisis.

Advisory Board of Strausburg's Jewish community, the largest Jewish community in Europe outside of Israel, has been decided to set down a Jewish state in the Near East.

The move came after several months of negotiations between Jewish leaders in the Near East and Europe.
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CIVIL SERVICE

OGDEN ringed, in support of the United Farm Workers' boycott.

AREA SUPERMARKETS PICKETED

Committee's attack stepped up

The United Farm Workers' Committee's assault on the area of supermarkets has been stepped up with growing acrimony. Members of the committee have been seen on the picket lines of supermarkets, particularly A&P Stores in the Lansing area. The committee has called for a boycott of A&P stores, and has threatened legal action if the boycott is not observed.

The committee has accused A&P management of continuing to sell produce from states where farm workers are not paid a living wage. The committee has also accused A&P of engaging in anti-union activity.

The committee has threatened to launch legal action if the boycott is not observed. The committee has also threatened to hold a rally at A&P stores if the boycott is not observed.
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The committee has accused A&P management of continuing to sell produce from states where farm workers are not paid a living wage. The committee has also accuses...
No-fault insurance deadline today

Today is the deadline for getting no-fault insurance on your car in Michigan. If you are already insured, you have nothing to worry about. If you are not, your insurance rates may automatically be increased by 10% if you do not have insurance. You can apply for an extension, but you must have proof of financial responsibility to avoid a license suspension.

Hannah returns home

Former MU President John A. Hannah is coming home after four and one-half years in Washington, D.C., as the director for the Agriculture Department.

Viewpoint

Unenthused gives typical talk

By JOHN TINDALL

"Great morning, class. My name is Professor Tindall and this is Tuesday, 7:00 a.m. I will not be here next Tuesday. I need time to get used to the idea of teaching at 7:00 a.m. My name is Professor Tindall, and you will call me Professor Tindall. I am here to give you a lesson on economics. What we are going to talk about today is the concept of supply and demand. We will start with the basic principles of supply and demand and then move on to more complex topics. I will not be here next Tuesday."

Salary hike wrong figure

To the Editor:
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Chicano student group supports grape strike, ASMSU candidates

By NANCY CRANE
Staff News Writer

The drive at the United Farm Workers will be a successful battle in the city if the farm workers successfully organize students in Lansing this year.

The farm workers, who opened a new office in Lansing this week, are reported to be out on the streets in Lansing this week.

The students are being organized with the help of student organizers from the United Farm Workers in several other cities.

Correction

The State Theatre is not being helped by the East Lansing City Council to mount the play as advertised. The City Council has not yet been in discussion with the theatre about the play. The play is not scheduled to open until later in the year.

The Performing Arts Company

DAMES AT SEA

by George Haimsohn & Robin Miller

TENTH ANNIVERSARY SEASON

THE MISER
by Moliere
November 13-18

GUYS AND DOLLS
by Jo Swerling and Abe Burrows
February 19-24

CHILD'S PLAY
by Robert Marasco
April 23-28

ORCHESTRA DANCE CONCERT
May 9-11

LION IN WINTER
by James Goldman
May 21-26

OCTOBER 9-14 FAIRCHILD THEATER 8:15 p.m.
Workers agree to stay on jobs at state prisons

BASIC OUTLINES

Your private tutor! (Summaries of readings and important concepts for selected courses)

NAT. SCI.: All terms
ATL: First & Second terms
SOC.: 201, 202, 203, 211, 212, 213
HUM.: All terms
MATH.: 108, 109, 111, 112, 113
ECON.: 200, 201
ANTHRO: 100
HIST.: 112, 122
STAT.: 315
CHEM.: 130, 131, 141

Plus These Book Digests
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GRADUATING ENTREPRENEURS:

BE DIFFERENT!

WE'RE DIFFERENT

We're Kaufman and Broad, America's largest multi-national housing producer with operations across the United States, Canada and Europe. Probably the most unique company that will be on your campus this year. K & B is the kind of organization where there are no structured training programs. HOWEVER, we do offer a lot of immediate responsibility, the opportunity to run a multi-million dollar division as soon as your late 20's and early 30's and, through a combination of rapid salary growth, profit sharing and stock options, become a very rich individual in a relatively short period of time.

We want entrepreneurs who are aggressive and ambitious and are seeking a high pace career in the Building Construction and Real Estate fields. Career opportunities are available in the following areas:

Construction Management (or related Degrees) Completing Your MBA with emphasis in Real Estate
Contracts/Purchasing Land Acquisition
Production Management Marketing/Sales
Land Development Finance

Check it out for yourself, our literature is at the Career Placement Office.

ENDORSED BY COUNCILMEN

Candidates win support

By BILL HOLSTEN
United Press International

John Polomsky, one of four candidates running for Lansing City Council, said that he would like to see an incumbent councilman held to the same standards as those who would seek the seat in November, Richard Lee, who won the 12th Ward seat in 1977.

"In May," Polomsky said, "anyone with an ambition to want a political career, who has won a seat on the Lansing City Council, should have the same standards and the same scrutiny as any candidate seeking to replace an incumbent, as I am in the 12th Ward this year."

Polomsky, in a letter to the Lansing City Councilman, said he would like to see an incumbent councilman be "open to scrutiny as any candidate who seeks to replace an incumbent," Polomsky said.

Polomsky, who is endorsed with Wayne Snuggerud, by councilman Robert Wilson, who supports Snuggerud because of his experience as an executive, said Snuggerud represented "the ability to weigh up facts at face value."

The employees were seeking higher wages, a three-week vacation and a six-week vacation after 25 years, and both employees said their grievances are not resolved by next step.
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New tuition hikes bring protest by U-M students

ANN ARBOR (UPI) - A group of some 100 students at the University of Michigan on Friday disrupted classes and barricaded the entrance to a building near the student union, saying that the hikes came about without student input.

The protest, which gradually swelled to some 50 people who marched inside the Literature, Science and Arts Building, was in opposition to an average 5.5 percent tuition hike.

The Board of Regents raised tuition rates for the fall semester from $625 to $640 and to $655 for upper-classes.

Committee representatives and that some signatures had been obtained as of last week.

PLAY HOCKEY

Any IM Ice Hockey Team or IM Hockey Player interested in playing in an organized

Hockey League please contact Gilles Gagnon at the Lansing Ice Arena.

Lansing Ice Arena Phone 482-1597 1475 Lake Lansing Rd.

Don't let Graduation Come & Go Without Your Visual Diploma ...

Come in today and Wednesday...

Oct. 1-3, and order your

John Roberts Class Rings

The ring counter will be open from 9 to 4

Schenck's

Cafeteria

in

Meridian Mall

All You Can Eat Noon Specials

NOON SPECIALS

Mon. - Thurs.

$1.95

TOMATO BASIL SOUP
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BAKED SPAGHETTI

BAKED ITALIAN RICE

FRIED RICE

$1.39

$1.95

$1.95

$1.95

$1.95

Reserve Section

Tickets $5.00 $10.00 $15.00

Available at Gardens-Marshalls & Union

Tickets are at Union

Senior ill; panel faces alteration

The hospitalization of State Sen. Anthony Stellina, chairman of the State Affairs Committee, could result in some temporary changes in the House Republican leadership structure this fall.

However, Stellina's absence will not necessarily force Democrats to quickly name a new leader. Meanwhile, the Democratic majority will not change the operation of the House Appropriations Committee, Speaker J. Fred Feild, noted. Feild said, "We will continue to move forward."

This fall's 43-year-old Republican leader

Beckman, who was in critical condition at the University of Michigan Hospital in Ann Arbor, died.

Vander Lee said that Republicans will caucus Oct. 13, the day before the fall legislative session begins, and decide then whether a temporary, acting leader should be appointed for the House Affairs Committee.
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'Lucky Man' shows world view

Lindsay Anderson's "O Lucky Man!" is a brilliant, moving, enlightening piece of film which every man should watch. In its most obvious form, the film builds against every familiar light of the genre, to achieve a complex musical comedy under attack in this same, seemingly shocking film. Anderson sets his mind to something.

And now, just about everyone knows that Lawrence is Switzerland. Indeed, the Swiss character of Anderson's film, but behind it, in a way, is the introduction of the music of "O Lucky Man!" and its emotional values.

There is much hope for today's audience in the film. The film is reproduced by the emotions, its power and truth. There is, in Anderson's film, a great deal of truth and emotion, but it only has its strength in the film's situations.

The film's situations are reproduced by the emotions, its power and truth. There is, in Anderson's film, a great deal of truth and emotion, but it only has its strength in the film's situations.

But since the film is released after an epic, parts of it suffer from excessive length.
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Drive starts to finance band trip

By MIKE GALATOLA

"The Atlanta Falcons need the Lions in Detroit, Thursday night. Please attend and support the Midwest Falcons."

Tuesday, October 8, 1974

The Colorado Falcons need the Lions in Detroit, Thursday night. Please attend and support the Midwest Falcons.

Tuesday, October 8, 1974

By MIKE GALATOLA

"The Atlanta Falcons need the Lions in Detroit, Thursday night. Please attend and support the Midwest Falcons."
Bad second quarter spell bids bites away Spartan lead; UCLA overpowers 34-21

By GARY SCHERRER
State News Sports Writer

Dusty Holt professionally kept Michigan State's only bid to UCLA from becoming a major threat in the second quarter. With his fumble and interception in the last two minutes of the period the Bruins were 20-0 ahead. "It's not a good voyage to go out of the game with a 34-21 lead," Holt said. "We're pretty much at the end of the road when you fall behind 20-0 in the second quarter."

The Bruins were leading 20-0 at the end of the first quarter. Their first touchdown came on the opening drive of the game when Todd Byrd ran off right tackle with a "solo," the quarterback's first touchdown of the year. After that the Bruins had only 100 yards of total offense. But in the second quarter they added 272 yards to their offense when Holt added 107 on eight carries. UCLA quarterback John Brown's 102 yards on 11 carries helped the Bruins find the backfield.

The Bruins lost their starting quarterback starting in the second quarter when Curtis Johnson's head injury from a Jim Kryt tackled him. Holt took over for Johnson and was 7 of 9 for 152 yards and two touchdowns. Holt also had 107 yards on 11 carries. UCLA became the first team to have a 200-yard passer and 200-yard rusher in the same game.

The Bruins scored their third touchdown in the second half when Troyes Wyman and Raynoun Mey had the ball on the 37-yard line of the Spartans. The Spartans were 27-0 down but managed to cut the lead to 27-18 when Fuller scored from a yard out with 3:57 left in the quarter. "It was a great idea to cut the lead to 27-18," Holt said. "But we had a tough time after that." Holt added that he was proud of his team for scoring after falling behind 27-0 but added that they "just ran out of gas." Holt's 152 passing yards and 107 rushing yards added up to 259 yards of total offense for the Bruins and 107 for Fuller.

The Bruins scored three touchdowns in the third quarter to lead 30-18. "We have a great idea to score in the third quarter," Holt said. "But we have a big problem with our defense in the second half."

The Bruins scored their first touchdown of the third quarter when Holt added 17 yards on four carries and kicked the field goal from 37 yards out to make it 20-3. "Our offense is really good," Holt said. "We have a problem with our defense, but we're really good in the third quarter." Holt added that he was proud of his team for scoring after falling behind 27-0 but added that they "just ran out of gas." Holt's 152 passing yards and 107 rushing yards added up to 259 yards of total offense for the Bruins and 107 for Fuller.

The Bruins scored three touchdowns in the third quarter to lead 30-18. "We have a great idea to score in the third quarter," Holt said. "But we have a big problem with our defense in the second half."

The Bruins scored their first touchdown of the third quarter when Holt added 17 yards on four carries and kicked the field goal from 37 yards out to make it 20-3. "Our offense is really good," Holt said. "We have a problem with our defense, but we're really good in the third quarter." Holt added that he was proud of his team for scoring after falling behind 27-0 but added that they "just ran out of gas." Holt's 152 passing yards and 107 rushing yards added up to 259 yards of total offense for the Bruins and 107 for Fuller.
IM independent teams go down; Case starts own football league

IN STEVE STEIN
East Lansing Daily Leader

In its final football games ever, Army and Navy have been eliminated from its season. The two teams played a 0-0 tie Wednesday.

gregation defection for these sports and happening bowling have been extended to every weekend.

"At first, I was a little7 on what the teams were doing, but then I came to realize that they were doing something they had never done before," said Steve Stein.

Stein added that the Army and Navy games have been exciting and intriguing. The Army team, which is known for its powerful offense, and the Navy team, which is known for its powerful defense, have been playing some of the best football of the season.

"It's exciting to see these teams play each other," said Stein. "I think it's great that they're able to put on such a good show for the fans."

Stein also noted that the Army and Navy games have been a great way to highlight the talent and skill of the players. "These teams have some of the best players in the country," said Stein. "It's a pleasure to watch them play."
FRANKLY SPEAKING... by phil frank

"But, my dear sweetie, girls, how can you dummy ladies think that I deal with you in a condescending manner?"

COLLEGE MEDIA SERVICES for M. BERLEKAMP, C.A. SATIS

2. Piano for sale, $25.00. .

WE BUY IT ALL. Call anytime. Phil Frank.

5. $66/month, 1969-70 VOLKSWAGEN IV, 2-4389.

MON.-FRI. 337-2025.

...and we keep it that way

We built it for Comfort and Beauty...
The problem of bicycle safety! Story on page 14

NEWSPAPER HONORED

Alumni awards granted

IN J. L. PEARCE

A Detroit News reporter was one of four MUAlumni who received this year's outstanding Alumni Award from the College of Communications, presented at the College's third annual Alumni Awards Meeting on Saturday night last year's outstanding Alumni: Estee J. Hausman, P.E., chief engineer of the 25th Street bridge, B.A., 1933; Estelle G. Estell, B.A., 1923, Dept. of Audiology and Speech Science; Richard D. Kier, M.A., 1945, Dept. of Broadcasting and Radio; and Sheldon Moyer, B.S., 1943, Dept. of Journalism. A separate Alumni Award was given to a member of the Detroit police force who has been honorably discharged from the police force and continues to work in the community, as a member of several public broadcasting committees.

The award was presented to the Alumni Association of the American Society of Journalists and Authors, a non-profit organization that has been active in the field of journalism since its founding in 1923.

Robert Sheldon, who was recently named as the director of Alumni Relations at the University of Detroit, was named as the winner of the annual award for his work in the field of journalism.

Student launche of cyclist's courtesy

As a result of the University's annual Alumni Awards, the campus community, including students, faculty, and staff, were encouraged to give attention to the problem of bicycle safety.
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